
Design principles for 
physical applications 
of Brand Sweden. 
_

When implementing Brand Sweden’s 
identity in a physical environment — 
such as an event or fair — use these 
principles as the basis of your work to 
create recognition and consistency.

Tip: Keep your concept seasonal. 
Decide if you want to create a feeling 
of spring, summer, autumn, or a crisp 
and cold Swedish winter.
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Communication and signage

Even if the event or fair got their own specific

theme its always important to use the Brand 

Sweden visual identity in the communication 

and signage. Everything about Brand Sweden: 

sweden.identitytool.com

Tip: Sweden Sans can be used in a wide of 
different typographic solutions, preferably in 
all major signs and communication messages 
in the swedish event/fair area. 
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The main colours 

The blue and yellow colour combination is one 

of the visual attributes most associated with 

Sweden. To achieve instant recognition for 

Brand Swede”, always let Sweden Yellow 

Standard and Sweden Blue Standard dominate 

your colour scheme. 

Sweden Yellow Standard is ideal for use on 

large areas. For example, use it as a back-

ground colour on a stand, or as a way of 

covering large areas. Combine it with salient 

elements of blue. In addition to these two 

main colours, use white to provide balance 

and counterpoint; it also works as a background 

colour when showing objects such as furniture, 

clothes or art.

Tip: Use the graphic angles described in 
“the pattern concept of directions” in the 
Brand Sweden identity tool. To minimize the 
scattered impression that can appear when 
using different white colours, use Stockholm 
white (NCS S0502Y). 
Other colour codes: Sweden.identitytool.com 
NCS Yellow xxxxxx. Blue xxxxxx.
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Additional colours 

There is more to Sweden, though, than blue 

and yellow. 

Other colours that create recognition and 

consistency for Brand Sweden are secondary colours 

inspired by the illustrations of 16th Century Swedish 

naturalist Linnaeus, as described in the Brand 

Sweden identity tool. 

If you want to experiment with other colours, do so 

with calm, mild and light shades of green, grey, 

blue and beige. Get your inspiration from fir trees, 

crisp dawns, linen and pale rocks.  

Tip: Different shades of the same colour 
— for examples the greys found on Sweden’s 
archipelagos — are beautiful to combine; light, 
dark, and darker grey work well together.
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Materials

In order to achieve maximum consistency for Brand 
Sweden’s identity, we need to pay attention to detail. 
It is important that you only use materials that are 
Swedish. We recommend birch wood and schist rock 
as your first choice.

If you would like to use something else, there are lots 
of different Swedish fabrics, textures and structures to 
choose from — reindeer hide, limestone and linen, 
for example. Apply the materials sparingly, as a 
compliment or detail, rather than covering large 
areas or attracting too much attention. 

Tip: Both birch wood and schist rock comes in a 
variety of different colours and variations, so the 
combinations are endless.
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Food

When it comes to serving food, make sure to let 
characteristically Swedish flavours set the tone. 
Do experiment with exotic Swedish delicacies such 
as cloudberries, lingonberries, sea buckthorn, wild 
game, Kalix bleak roe, Västerbotten cheese, crayfish, 
cinnamon buns, etc.

The keyword is simplicity. Serve just a few, distinct 
flavours and ingredients at a time, enhancing each 
product’s unique taste and texture. Also, make sure 
your dishes carry a modern touch.

Tip: Keep it fresh and seasonal. 
Always use seasonal groceries, rather than frozen 
ones. For example, do not serve crayfish in the spring 
or cloudberries in the winter. 
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Decoration

When it comes to those little but essential things 
that set the mood — flowers, candlesticks, 
tablecloths, etc. — always use Swedish designs, 
materials, colours and flowers or plants.

The general rule is to keep the decoration to a mini-
mum, creating the right ambiance and feel with just a 
few, distinct decorative pieces. Think minimalism, so 
that the specific chosen decorative objects are set in 
focus.

Tip: Alstroemeria is named after one of Linnaeus’s 
students. The flower is long-lasting and beautiful.
 It also comes in a variety of colours. 
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Interior

In Sweden it is common to use natural materials 
indoors, and to let them show, so that they are part 
of the interior decoration. For example, use wooden 
floors, wool or cotton carpets and linen curtains. 

Swedish design is also known for its innovative 
solution. Feel free to use modern and experimental 
interior design elements and solutions. Here too we 
want to keep the focus on the pieces themselves, so 
let the design elements and solutions take up the 
space they need. 

Tip: Try to keep up to date with the latest trends in 
interior design.
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Illumination

Overall, the illumination should provide a clear and 
clean impression. Let the lighting be strong enough 
to shine on every element on display. Think Swedish 
summer light, with the shades and shadows of a 
Swedish summer evening. If you want to connect 
a small interior space to the dark Swedish winter, 
consider especially intense over-illumination.

Tip: Try to make the lighting less artificial. 
By combining strong light to different kinds of 
shadows, you can turn the illumination into 
something more closely resembling light in 
the outside world. 
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All combined

All these design priniciples works best when used 

combined. Everything from the graphics to the flowers 

or food, we are aiming for the most Swedish 

impression we can achieve.

Tip: Keep the overall visual impression 
homogenous. This is your most important task.
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All combined

All these design priniciples works best when used 

combined. Everything from the graphics to the flowers 

or food, we are aiming for the most Swedish 

impression we can achieve.

Tip: Don´t forget that the most important thing over 
all is to keep all parts together to make the
impression homogenous.




